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Companion gardening is just planting certain plants together because they will help each other grow
and become healthier. It is said that companion gardening is even better than using fertilizers or
artificial ways of letting plants grow because the plants can benefit from each other and it's all a
natural process. Some of the basics of Companion Gardening: Tall plants are planted near shorter
plants so they could some shade for the shorter plants. This works best between sunflowers and
corn.Companion Plants can lure away pests from green leafy vegetables, and they can also attract
beneficial insects to help in the pollination of flowers. For instance, aphids are attracted to plants like
Nasturtium, this lures them away from the other plants in the garden.You can plant two plants on the
same patch which will save you space and time. Incompatible Pairings include planting garlic and
onions near peas and beans. Because doing so will stunt the growth of the peas and beans. It
would be best for you to record what is happening in your garden via a logbook or a gardening
journal so that you can observe which plants are good with each other and which plants are not. All
Inside... What is Companion Gardening? Phases of Companion Gardening Categories of
Companion Gardening Companion Planting Chart Perfect Combinations Much, much more!
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This book contains some useful information. Being in a drought area in central Texas, I have come
to look at gardening in a not so traditional way. Instead of planting flower after flower, I mix my
vegetables and herbs right along the others. I thought to call it edible landscaping thinking I was
smart only to find out that I was not as smart as i thought because there is all types of nurseries

across the country that already target this method if gardening. The more knowledge the better to
ensure a beautiful yard and a harvest that my family can enjoy and save some money! Well written
in a manner that flows well. Information is repeated, but I guess one would have to just to fill up a
books worth of this simple information.

Companion gardening is something that I had never heard of before. The idea that you intentionally
arrange certain species of plants in close proximity to one another in order to have them help each
other grow was foreign to me. To find out that the practice has been going on for nearly 10,000
years was quite interesting. As someone who has recently started gardening, and who has
purchased several other books on the topic, I have to say that the charts included in this publication
were incredibly helpful. The ready-to-use reference is already on the table in my shed out back.In
addition, the write up of the â€œperfect match-upsâ€• was equally useful. This gave a detailed
breakdown of the possible vegetable combinations and what each did to benefit the other. It
provides a wonderful starting point for anyone wanting to branch out into the world of gardening.
This book didnâ€™t have a lot of description or commentary, but it had a ton of useful content. If
gardening is your hobby, this is your book.

This book is fantastic. Its information is very well organized and simple. It initially teaches you about
Companion Gardening and it's history, then to what you need and all. Overall, I like this book and to
me it is a great guide on Companion Gardening.

This book has great ideas and good techniques to my jadin, practicing the Companion gardening
can improve the natural dynamics of a garden to make it more efficient and natural, without
fertilizers. This book explains the steps for Companion gardening, there are graphs that summarize
the information to make it all more practical. and has a detailed expicacion for each plant and the
combinations perfect for planting my vegetables . the book needs images, 3 stars for that.

Companion gardening is the art or science of planting certain plants together as they help each
other grow and become healthier.This system is preferred to the use of fertilizers as it is completely
natural. The book starts with a bit of history ofcompanion gardening. It then details you on the
various reasons that certain plants can become good companions of each other andcomplement
each other as well. Then the author provides some good info on which plants can be paired with
each other and the reasonswhy it can be done. I like the fact that the author has provided good

reasoning and not just stated everything as such.Very Logically written, I appreciate the effort and
research that might have gone into it.

I have always wanted to be able to have the same type of beautiful gardens like I see when driving
by my neighborâ€™s homes or successfully build and create a functional vegetable garden which I
can use for my cooking and recipes but everytime I tried they died or didnâ€™t grow like my
neighbors, even with Miracle Grow, but since I have read â€œ The Ultimate Guide to Companion
Gardening for Beginners: How to Use Companion Plants for a Successful Flower or Vegetable
Gardenâ€• I am now the envy of my block! My flowers are gorgeous and my vegetable plants are
huge and keep growing bigger! The tips are so easy to use and I was actually accused of hiring a
gardener in secret, which is funny since I am so new to this. I will be sharing these secrets but only
after they apologize for not believing it was me!

When I bought this book I wasnâ€™t even sure what companion gardening was, I just knew that I
wanted to start taking advantage of my back yard and doing some gardening. This book has been a
huge help! Companion gardening is a natural way of planting, by putting certain plants together that
will compliment each other â€“ how the book describes it really appealed to me and itâ€™s gotten
me started on my gardening journey! I like that the book explains so clearly how to set up
companion gardening, and why certain plants will work together. I loved the tables and clear
breakdown of all the plants that will compliment each other â€“ as a beginner thatâ€™s exactly what I
needed. This is great book to get you started on companion gardening.

I've done a lot of gardening, but companion gardening was something that I had never heard of. I
saw the title and read the description and thought it sounded good, so I went on and got it. This
book was well worth the read. At the house that my wife and I used to live at, we had a ton of room
for gardening and could stretch things out in long rows. At our new house, we have much less room,
and I think this companion gardening will work out really well. I really liked how the author laid out so
well what plants would be beneficial to others, what would provide shade, and what would keep
insects away. For anyone interested in gardening, this book is well worth it.
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